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2022 Topic Summary 
 

Top Five Most Viewed Call Topics for 2022 (So Far) 

1. What’s Up DoQ? 

2. DNS Security  

3. Happy New Year  

4. Recent Meetings, Future Plans  

5. Split Horizons 

 

Full List of Topics for 2022 

Date Link Summary 
10th January Happy New Year  Topics covered on the first call of 2022 included pending 

deadlines for DNS-OARC 37 and IETF 113 BOFs, coverage of IGF 
2021 and the ICANN DNS Resolver Symposium, Apple's 
updated Private Relay white paper and the recent DNS 
Encryption Webinar.  We also discussed a series of briefing 
papers on DNS security (to feature on the call on 17th January) 
and covered milestones for the European Commission's 
DNS4EU project 

17th January  DNS Security  Eric ("Ekr") Rescorla, CTO of Firefox, shared his views on 
various aspects of DNS security, building on his series of recent 
posts on the same topic.  After a discussion covering some of 
the issues raised, the call then touched on a number of topical 
items and pending deadlines for various conferences. 

19th January  DNS4EU Update A brief summary of key information relating to the European 
Commission’s DNS4EU project, together with links to additional 
details. 

24th January Split Horizons  Use cases for split-horizon DNS were the main focus of the 
discussion, facilitated with input from Kevin Smith of Vodafone, 
one of a number of co-authors of a recent IETF Internet Draft 
on the topic.    

31st January Recent Meetings, Future Plans The session covered the recent joint virtual interim meeting of 
the IETF's ADD, DNSOPs and DPrive working groups on split-
DNS, and considered the likely way forward.  In addition, the 
open house meeting hosted by Ripe NCC on the European 
Commission's DNS4EU project was discussed. 

7th February What’s Up DoQ? Sara Dickinson, one of the co-authors of the DoQ standard, 
gave an overview of DoQ before giving an update on 
developments with the standard, including an update on the 
way that padding would be addressed.  Sara and fellow co-
author, Allison Mankin, responded to a range of questions. 

14th February Questions for Google In addition to running through a draft list of questions for the 
call next week, news items included a post by Geoff Huston of 
APNIC on the European Commission's DNS4EU project, a write-
up of the recent ADD / DNSOP / DPrive virtual interim meeting 
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on split-DNS and some recent court cases that have 
implications for the transfer of personal data from Europe to 
the US, including one in France.   
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